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A BSTRACT

Very few demographic surveys in developing countries gather information on
household income or consumption expenditure, despite the theoretical importance
of these measures. Consequently, researchers have been forced to rely on ad hoc
collections of proxy measures for living standards, and the properties of these
proxies have not been systematically analyzed. In this research, we ask what
hypotheses can be tested using proxy variables, and evaluate the performance of
proxy measures in relation to consumption expenditures per adult, our preferred
measure of living standards. We find that the proxy variables commonly employed
in demographic research are very weak predictors of consumption per adult, having partial R2 values that are extremely low. Nevertheless, when other factors are
taken into account, we show that tests based on proxy variables are likely to be
sufficiently powerful to merit consideration. In an examination of fertility, child
mortality, and children’s schooling, we compare coefficient estimates based on
consumption per adult to alternative estimates based on proxies, and find that the
proxy-based estimates provide generally reliable guidance to the sign and magnitude of the preferred estimates.

Demographic theory has long distinguished the effect of income on behavior
from that of education. A household’s income summarizes its command over resources, including the resources that could promote health, lessen the need for
high fertility, or reduce the opportunity costs of children’s schooling. Education
is closely linked to income; it is also thought to have a separable and distinctive
influence on decisionmaking. Schooling can stimulate the development of cognitive abilities and heighten attention to information (LeVine et al. 1991); it can shift
the distribution of authority within the household and equip individuals with the
social confidence needed to claim extra-household resources (Caldwell 1979); and
it can impart specific information that is pertinent to demographic decisions (Elo
and Preston 1996). The conceptual distinctions between income and education
have become a prominent feature of mortality analyses, figuring, for example, in
the study of the early-twentieth-century experience in the United States (Preston
and Haines 1991) and in much discussion of mortality in developing countries
(Cleland and van Ginneken 1988; Stuebing 1997). Likewise, in the economic and
sociological theory that supports fertility research, the separate roles of income
and education are an important theme (e.g., LeVine et al. 1991; Schultz 1981).
Unfortunately, very few empirical studies in developing countries are able to
do justice to this theme—in these countries, demographic surveys seldom gather
data on household income. The collection of accurate income data is a difficult
task; it must compete for survey resources against higher-priority modules on
health, mortality, fertility, and children’s schooling. Household consumption expenditures are preferred to measures of income on some theoretical grounds, and
consumption data are somewhat easier to gather; nevertheless, to properly measure
consumption is also a costly undertaking. In recognition of these difficulties, most
demographic surveys have fallen back on a compromise design. The approach has
been to collect a heterogeneous set of simple indicators in the hope that, when
taken together, they will make good proxies for living standards. It is the aim of
this paper to determine whether the indicators typically collected are, indeed, good
proxies.
To evaluate the performance of such indicators, we require data sets that include both the indicators themselves and the economic variables that they are
meant to represent, that is, household consumption expenditures or incomes. The

World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) surveys provide this
information. We use recent LSMS surveys from five countries that span the major
regions and per capita income levels of the developing world: Ghana (1987–89),
Jamaica (1989), Pakistan (1991), Peru (1994), and Tanzania (1993–94). These
surveys are complemented by a 1995 survey from rural Guatemala, the Encuesta
Guatemalteca de Salud Familiar (EGSF), which employed a simplified, lower-cost
procedure for collecting household consumption data. 1 Of course, six countries
do not make a fully general sample, but it is reasonable to suppose that this group
encompasses much of the relevant variation.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the first section, we review current practice in demographic research in the selection of proxy variables for living standards. Here, and throughout the paper, we limit attention to studies of developing
countries. As will be seen, numerous approaches have been explored in the recent
literature, and no “best practice” approach has yet emerged. Indeed, one finds surprisingly little discussion of the methodological issues, with the result that living
standards measures seem to have been selected on an ad hoc, study-specific basis.
Our approach is not to examine all of the proxy variable specifications that
have appeared in the literature, but rather to give systematic attention to a representative selection. Drawing upon the LSMS and EGSF surveys, we assemble a set
of about a dozen variables that are commonly used as proxies for living standards.
Each of these variables is available in the prototype Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) questionnaire, and each could therefore be considered for inclusion
in a demographic analysis. Three specifications using these proxy variables are
examined in the remainder of the paper.
The necessary statistical context is provided in the second section, where we
take up the question of causal modeling with proxy variables. In a causal model,
the use of proxies introduces a form of specification error. The consequences are
not unlike those of measurement error (Fuller 1987; Griliches 1974), but proxy
variables present new and distinct issues. This section delineates the theoretical
criteria against which such proxies can be judged. We summarize findings from
the literature that do not appear to be widely known or fully appreciated in demographic empirical work.
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In the third section, we employ these criteria to evaluate the empirical association between the proxy variables and the living standards measure that we take
them to represent. We compare the proxies to household consumption expenditures per adult, which is our preferred measure of living standards. The choice of
consumption expenditures is defended in this section and the alternatives to it are
discussed. As will be shown, even the best-performing proxy variables and indices
are only weakly associated with consumption per adult. Nevertheless, we find that
they can be effective in testing one important hypothesis about the influence of
living standards on demographic behavior.
The fourth section returns to the larger theoretical question: What is the distinctive contribution made by education to demographic behavior, as compared to
the contribution of consumption? To address the question, we present empirical
models of three important demographic domains—lifetime fertility, child survival,
and children’s schooling. First, we estimate models that incorporate consumption per adult and then compare the results to those from alternative specifications
based on its proxies. The central issue in the comparison is how use of proxies
affects the estimated contribution of mother’s education and the significance of
consumption expenditures. In the final section, we set out the main findings of the
research, addressing both methodology and the theoretical debate.
C URRENT R ESEARCH P RACTICE

In Table A-1 (see Appendix A), we present a sample of recent empirical analyses for developing countries that employ measures of living standards. The entries
refer to articles published in either Demography or Population Studies from 1990
to 1996. The DHS are prominently represented among data sources, but a number
of other surveys also make an appearance. As can be seen in the last column of the
table, only three of the analyses use a measure of income or consumption as such
(Lloyd and Gage-Brandon 1994; Sastry 1996; Stewart et al. 1991). The diversity
of alternative specifications is striking. To judge from this list, there would seem
to be no generally accepted method of constructing an index of living standards
from the ingredients available in demographic surveys.
If there is a common aspect to the specifications, it is the reliance on at least
one of three sets of measures: access to water and the nature of toilet facilities,
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indicators of housing quality, and ownership of selected consumer durables. The
LSMS and EGSF surveys contain data on these variables comparable to those
gathered in a generic DHS survey. Table 1 describes the index elements available
in both the LSMS/EGSF and DHS surveys. 2
Some researchers might object to the inclusion of electricity-dependent consumer items on the grounds that access to electricity is a community rather than a
household characteristic (Knodel and Wongsith 1991), but, given the possibilities
afforded by batteries, generators, and electrical line taps, we think it is reasonable to include them. After having considered whether to include measures of
the occupation or education of the spouse, we have elected not to include these
measures. In several of our sample countries—most notably Ghana, Jamaica, and
Peru—there is considerable marriage dissolution, informal unions are important,
and spouses need not co-reside. These demographic difficulties are not handled
consistently in the LSMS surveys, and to restrict the analysis to currently married, spouse-present women would reduce the LSMS sample sizes and might bring
about sample selection or endogeneity bias.
Table 2 indicates the percentages of households—strictly speaking, these are
households with at least one woman in the age range 15–49—having the index
items for the six sample countries. We will consider three standard of living indices
(SLI) formed from these components. The first (SLI-1) is a simple summation of
the number of items present. (The maximum will differ slightly from one country
to the next.) A second measure (SLI-2) is specified with dummy variables for
each distinct value of SLI-1, with the lowest value (or set of values) treated as
the omitted category. This specification is useful in allowing the sum of the index
items to exert a nonlinear influence. The third specification (SLI-3) treats each
index item as a separate variable, thereby introducing a set of 10 to 12 dummy
variables.
C AUSAL M ODELING WITH P ROXY VARIABLES

What are the implications of using such proxy measures in an otherwise wellspecified causal model? In this section, we explore the issues with the aid of largesample statistical theory and Monte Carlo experiments. The theoretical results
are presented here without proof, but the interested reader can find the proofs in
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Access to clean water
Water on premises
Time to water < 30 min
Toilet facility
Flush toilet
Nondirt flooring
Electricity
Radio
TV
Refrigerator
Bicycle
Motorcycle
Car

Ghana
1987–89
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Guatemala
1995
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 1 Components of a living standards index

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Jamaica
1989
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Pakistan
1991
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Peru
1994
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Tanzania
1993–94
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Access to clean water
Water on premises
Time to water < 30 min
Toilet facility
Flush toilet
Nondirt flooring
Electricity
Radio
TV
Refrigerator
Bicycle
Motorcycle
Car

24.0
12.6
67.3
72.5
6.0
77.7
25.4
26.0
7.6
7.0
12.8
0.6
3.0

Ghana
54.6
65.0
92.4
16.4
8.3
39.9
48.8
73.4
33.4
7.4
33.5
2.1
7.9

Guatemala

65.3
70.0
51.9
45.4
12.5
2.0
8.2

79.3
60.5
26.0
97.6
25.2

Jamaica

Table 2 Percentages of households with index items

36.2
10.6
2.9

43.2
38.5
94.7
67.4
40.7
51.6
80.1
20.3

Pakistan
71.7
66.8
97.6
60.9
51.5
60.6
71.5
86.9
72.9
42.2
24.9
3.4
6.8

Peru
44.1
19.8
64.5
95.8
8.4
50.6
26.3
43.1
3.2
7.7
1.7

Tanzania

Appendix B. To bring the key issues to the forefront, we consider the case of linear
regression.
Let the correctly specified causal model be given as in equation (1),

Y

=

X

+

ZÆ + ;

(1)

where we have written the equation in matrix form assuming a sample of n obser-

vations. The dependent variable Y is an indicator of demographic behavior. The
covariates

X

represent the measured influences on behavior, among which edu-

cation would be included. The covariate Z is the household’s standard of living,

expressed in its level of consumption per adult. We will assume that both X and

Z are statistically exogenous to the regression disturbance term , so that ordinary
least squares applied to equation (1) would produce consistent estimates of the ,

Æ, and 2 parameters as well as their standard errors. 3
The causal model of equation (1) cannot be estimated as it stands, because no
data on Z are available. However, the researcher has access to a proxy variable P ,

or to a set of l

> 1 such proxies, that could be inserted in the equation in place of
the unmeasured Z variable. (In the cases that we examine, P will be represented
by one of the SLI indices.) What would be gained by such a substitution?
Large-sample Biases

In a situation such as this, misspecification of the causal model is all but inevitable. To ignore the proxies P would bring on one form of specification error,
but an analogous form of error would be risked by including them. If the proxies
are excluded and equation (2) is estimated,

Y

=

X

with u = ZÆ + , the estimated coefficient
unless

X

and

Z

+

u;

(2)

^ will diverge from the causal parameter

happen to be orthogonal. 4 If the proxies

P

are included, we

have, instead, equation (3),

Y
with v

=

ZÆ

from the true

P d + .

=

X

Once again,

+
^

P d + v;

(3)

estimated from this equation will diverge

parameter. Furthermore, the
9

d^ coefficients on the proxies P

will

not converge to quantities that shed light on the true

Æ

parameter, at least in the

general case.
We suspect that when faced with such a dilemma, most researchers would follow intuition and include the proxies. Surely, most would reason, it must be better
to control for consumption Z , however imperfectly, than to omit all measures of
it. The proxies P presumably contain some information about Z , and one might
at least hope to reduce the inconsistency of

^

by incorporating P in the model.

This line of thinking is appealing and can be shown to be correct in special
cases (see Appendix B and Aigner 1974; Maddala 1977; Wickens 1972). Surprisingly, however, it is not correct in general. Proxy controls for Z have the potential
to reduce inconsistency in ^, but there can be no guarantee of such reduction even
in very large samples.
Testing Hypotheses About Consumption

When estimators are inconsistent, as d^ is for Æ , this usually invalidates hypothesis tests. For a certain kind of hypothesis, however, one can formulate a perfectly
valid test by making use of the proxy variables. We refer to a test that is focused
on the relevance of consumption, that is, a test for

Æ

= 0.

The test procedure is

no more than an ordinary  test applied to d^, the proxy variable coefficients, with
2

degrees of freedom equal to l, the number of such proxy variables. (Another label

for the

2

test is the Wald test. An

F

test would be equivalent to the

 2 test in

large samples.) Although one might hope to know more about the role of consumption than whether its coefficient is zero, even this information would make a
contribution to the demographic debates.
At first glance, this result about testing might be thought curious and even

2 test statistic is calculated from d^ and from data on Y , X ,
and the P proxies. Because the consumption variable Z is missing, it cannot itself

disconcerting. The

enter the calculation. Yet, the quality of the test must somehow depend on the
nature of the relationship between Z and its proxies.

P are utterly uninformative
about consumption. If P contains no information on Z , then a rejection of the null
hypothesis using a test statistic based on P cannot be meaningful. A meaningful
test for Æ = 0 should reject the null with high probability when the null is false,
Consider an extreme case in which the proxies
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and the likelihood of rejection should increase with the difference between the true

Æ and the Æ = 0 value specified by the null.

As the case of uninformative proxies

suggests, the strength of the relationship between Z and P must manifest itself in
the power of the testing procedure. We show in Appendix B that the stronger the
relationship between the proxies P and Z , the greater the power of the  2 test. The
appropriate measure of association between Z and P is a partial

R

R 2.

This is the

Z on X and P ; it reveals the degree to which the
proxies P explain Z net of the X covariates.
In addition to the partial R2 , a factor that comes into play only when proxy
variables are employed, three other factors determine the power of the  2 test.
These are the size of the Æ coefficient relative to the standard error   , the empirical
variability of consumption Z net of other covariates X , and the sample size. These
three factors would determine test power even if Z were actually available, and, as
shown in Appendix B, they continue to exert influence when Z is missing.
To sum up, for the narrow purpose of testing the hypothesis Æ = 0, it makes
2

taken from a regression of

good sense to use proxy variables provided that they are arguably highly correlated, net of

X,

with the unobserved consumption variable. The test will have

lower power than if

Z

itself were available, and the partial

R 2 summarizes con-

cisely the loss of information.
A Monte Carlo Illustration

An example may help to clarify these points. Consider the simple linear model

Y

=

ZÆ + , in which Z

is a single explanatory variable and both

standard normal. Suppose that a single proxy variable

P

Z

and

 are

is available; it is also

Z , with  being the correlation coefficient.
Since there are no X variables in the model, the partial R 2 value is simply 2 , the
standard normal but correlated with

square of the raw correlation coefficient.
One can show that the regression coefficient d^, which is drawn from the mis-

specified regression Y

P d + v, converges not to Æ, but rather to Æ as sample
size grows. The regression-based variance estimator s 2 , which should converge to
2 = 1, converges instead to Æ 2 (1 2 ) + 1. Whereas d^ is a downwardly biased
estimator of Æ , the estimator s2 is upwardly biased for 2 .
=
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Figure 1 Probability of rejecting the null Æ

= 0,

given  = 0:25

1.0
0.9
0.8

n=1,500

Probability

0.7

n=1,000

0.6

n=500

0.5

n=250
0.4
0.3

n=50

0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

True value of δ

In spite of these biases, the proxy variables estimator
the null hypothesis

Æ

= 0.

d^ can be useful in testing

To illustrate this, we present the results of a Monte

Carlo experiment. Figure 1 depicts the probability of rejecting the null Æ
range of values of Æ and sample

=0

for a

sizes. 5

As would be expected, the probability of rejecting Æ

= 0

rises with the true Æ

value for all sample sizes. (As discussed in Appendix B, it is actually the changing
to  that generates the upward slope of these curves; here,   = 1.)
With the true value of Æ held constant, the rejection probability increases with the
ratio of

Æ

sample size. As is evident in the figure, for sample sizes in the range typically
seen in demographic applications (n

> 500), the probability of rejecting the null
is reasonably high, with a likelihood exceeding 0.7 where the value of Æ exceeds
one-half. Of course, the actual value of Æ is unknown. As the figure shows, it
is much harder to discriminate between the zero value for Æ specified in the null
hypothesis and non-zero but small values of the Æ parameter. Even in the largest
12

Figure 2 Probability of rejecting the null Æ

= 0,

for sample size n = 1; 000

1.0
0.9

ρ=0.50
0.8

ρ=0.25

Probability

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

ρ=0.10

0.3
0.2

ρ=0.01

0.1
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

True value of δ

samples considered here, the null is rejected less than 25 percent of the time for true
values of Æ that are less than one-tenth of   . In short, if consumption is thought to
have an effect on behavior, but one expects the effect to be relatively small, then
the 2 test will be unlikely to reject the hypothesis of no effect whatsoever.
As we emphasized above, these rejection probabilities depend on the value of
the partial

R2 between Z

and the proxy P , which is equal to

 2 in this instance.

Figure 2 shows how the likelihood of rejection varies with  for a sample size of

1,000. If the correlation between P and Z is fairly high (the



:

= 0 50

case), so

is the probability of rejecting the null. Weaker correlations are associated with
decidedly lower probabilities of rejection; in the extreme (represented here by  =

:

0 01),

the null is rejected only 5 percent of the time. In such extreme cases, the

test’s failure to reject the null provides no useful information about the true value
of the Æ parameter. Because d^ converges to Æ , this estimator is also a misleading
guide to Æ ’s true value.
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As we have seen in this example, failure to reject can reflect no more than the
inadequacies of the proxy variables. To know what message the  2 test is likely to

convey, we clearly must have some prior knowledge of the correlation between Z
and these proxies.
Revisiting the Assumptions

The theoretical results discussed above have been secured with a minimum of
assumptions about the relationship between Z and the proxy variables. One crucial
assumption should be emphasized, however, because it bears on the distinction
between the proxy variables and the other

X

covariates included in the causal

model.
The distinguishing feature of a proxy variable is that, according to the theory
that informs the causal model, it does not directly enter that model. Its role is
simply to stand in for Z , the missing variable that belongs in the causal specifica-

tion. If Z were available, the proxies P would have no role to play and P would
therefore be excluded from the causal model.
Because such exclusion restrictions are justified mainly by theory, the distinc-

tion between the X and P variables will inevitably be controversial, a matter on
which different researchers, equipped with different theories, might well disagree.
Returning to the measures listed in Table 1, we note that several could play dual
roles: They could be proxy measures for consumption and, at the same time, have
their own direct causal influences on behavior. The access to water measures, for
instance, could exert an important causal influence on child mortality. In a mortality analysis, such variables would be properly treated as belonging to the set of

X

covariates. In an analysis of children’s schooling or fertility, however, theory

might suggest that the water measures have no direct influence. Depending on the
context, then, a given variable might be assigned either to the P or the X category.
When the data include the consumption variable

Z , the researcher will have

some freedom to test for the direct causal contribution of other variables. When

Z

is missing, however, it becomes much more difficult to determine whether to

place a variable in the P or X category. An alternative approach to ours is to think
of consumption

Z

as being an unobserved latent construct and to use multiple-

indicator or related techniques to model its association with the observed indica-
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tors (Bollen and Lennox 1991). There are costs to this alternative approach, in that
it requires the researcher to make explicit assumptions about the relationship of
the unobserved Z to the various indicators, including distributional assumptions.
Theory can rarely supply the justification for such assumptions and they are not
easily tested by statistical means. The task of evaluating such models is rendered
more difficult by the fact that the indicators are discrete-valued and the latent construct is inherently unobservable. The potential benefit of the approach, however,
is that in some cases the researcher can use both the X and P variables to model
the latent construct. Although the issues are complicated, the latent variables approach may prove to be a useful complement to the proxy variables approach that
we have pursued.
T HE SLI S AND C ONSUMPTION

We have referred at several points to our view that consumption expenditure
per adult comes closest, among the available measures, to the concept of income
in representing a household’s command over resources. We now make clear what
aspects of theory and measurement support this view. In poor countries, no single
empirical measure can be expected to display all of the facets of the concept of
income. Our judgment is that consumption per adult is the best measure among
those collected in cross-sectional surveys. Nevertheless, we should not proceed
without comment on its potential weaknesses and the empirical alternatives. The
main lines of the argument are given below; see also Appendix C.
Why not use incomes as such? The reason is that in developing countries,
households often draw their incomes from multiple sources that can change from
year to year and even season to season. To properly measure income for a single
year requires attention to the details of primary and secondary employment and the
nature of payment for each adult household member. Transfers and income derived
from other sources also need to be measured, as do the costs (in family farms or
businesses) of generating income. The transitory nature of some employment,
coupled with the uncertainty of net economic return, makes it implausible to think
of any one year’s income as being representative of the incomes earned over the
longer time span in which demographic decisions are made.
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Most households will have access to means of transferring resources across
time periods, and will save and borrow through a variety of mechanisms that shield
their consumption levels from the variabilities of income. When it is possible to
borrow and save without incurring heavy transactions costs, then one can view income as having both transitory and permanent components, with consumption being closely related to the permanent component. The notion of frictionless borrowing and saving is, of course, something of a fiction in poor countries. Even where
such possibilities are limited, however, consumption should be a “smoothed” version of a highly variable income stream and should better represent the conceptual
ideal than would income as such. One could edge even closer to the conceptual
ideal by gathering longitudinal data on incomes—but this is not feasible in a crosssectional survey.
Properly designed surveys will measure the implicit value of consumption activities that do not pass through the market. For instance, the LSMS program has a
well-developed protocol for assigning monetary value to farm goods that are produced and consumed by farm households, and these values are added to the total of
consumption expenditures for the household. Also, the “services” implicitly provided by consumer durables are calculated and added to the total, using the dates
of purchase of the durables, estimates of current value, and assumptions about depreciation. Hence, many of the consumer durables listed in the standard-of-living
indices above (see Table 1) are already included in total consumption expenditures.
Why should total consumption expenditures, calculated in this way, then be
divided by the number of adults in the household? The intention is to capture
the command over resources wielded by the adults who make demographic decisions. Although a simple average for consumption is conceptually inferior to a
measure of each adult’s resources, consumption data are not easily linked to particular household members. In demographic applications, the use of total household
size as the denominator, rather than the number of adults, must be avoided. Such
per capita measures would logically confound an explanatory variable (consumption per capita) with a component of the dependent variable (fertility, mortality).
As Casterline (1988) and Casterline et al. (1989) have shown in a penetrating analysis of Egyptian mortality, the per capita specifications can produce seriously misleading results.
16

Expenditure in 1985 international U.S. dollars

Figure 3 Expenditure per adult by country: 1985 international U.S. dollars
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Tanzania

Empirical Associations

We now come to the central question—Do the SLI measures described above
serve as good proxies for consumption expenditure per adult? Figure 3 shows box
plots of consumption per adult in the six study countries. 6 As can be seen, the
sample countries vary considerably in the level and dispersion of consumption per
adult. The line in the middle of each box represents the median value; above it
is the mean. The lower and upper borders of each box indicate the 25th and 75th
percentiles of the distributions. Tanzania is the poorest country in this sample and,
indeed, is among the poorest countries in the world. Ghana, by comparison at least,
is much better off, and in our sample Jamaica exhibits the highest consumption
levels. There is considerable overlap across countries in these distributions, with
the poorer Jamaicans being roughly on par with the richer Ghanaians.
Figures 4 and 5 depict the distribution of consumption per adult by country, according to the number of items in the SLI. Box-and-whisker plots depict the central
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Figure 4 Consumption expenditures per adult and the standard of living index: Ghana, Guatemala, Pakistan, and Tanzania
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Figure 5 Consumption expenditures per adult and the standard of living index: Jamaica and Peru
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tendencies and ranges. Although some irregularities are apparent in these figures,
they show that the SLIs do contain information about the level of consumption
per adult. The median values of consumption tend to increase with the number of
items in the index, as do the 25th and 75th percentiles, apart from a few exceptions.
Similar figures (not shown) are produced if we plot separately the relationships for
urban and rural areas within each country. As a general rule, the urban consumption levels are higher than the rural at each value of the SLI; but within both urban
and rural areas, the index is positively associated with consumption.
These central tendencies are encouraging, but to judge the quality of the SLI
proxies, we need to know the partial R 2 values, which measure the strength of
association between consumption per adult and the SLI proxies with the joint effects of other covariates removed. The empirical variability of consumption

X

Z

covariates, a factor that we denote by  Z jX , is also an important
consideration. So, too, is the sample size.

net of other

~2

Table 3 presents the key items of information. To provide context, the top panel
of the table gives the ordinary R 2 values taken from a regression of consumption
expenditures per adult on the various SLI measures. We show the

R 2 values for

the full samples and separately for the urban and rural subsamples of each country.
These “raw” R 2 values are alarmingly low. They indicate that although the proxy
indices may contain some information about consumption they do not contain very
much information. Of the three indices, the one with the greatest explanatory
power is SLI-3, which is the dummy variable specification with dummies for each
of the specific index items.
The picture is not improved when we consider the theoretically appropriate
partial

R2

values shown in the second panel of the table. (The other covariates

employed include the woman’s education, her age and powers of age, and a set of
dummies for regions. We discuss these covariates in the fourth section.) Here, the

R2 values drop as low as .015 for Pakistan, and, even at their best, attain a level
of only .150 for Jamaica. If taken by themselves, these partial R 2 s would indicate
that proxy-based tests for the relevance of consumption might have distressingly
low power.
Fortunately, the power of the

2

test is not decided by the partial

R 2 values

alone. It also depends on the variability of consumption expenditures per adult.
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SLI-1
SLI-2
SLI-3

SLI-1
Rural, urban
SLI-2
Rural, urban
SLI-3
Rural, urban
.178

.103

.077

Jamaica

.143
.106, .094
.154
.135, .101
.224
.177, .192

R2 values

Guatemala

.030
.025, .036
.033
.033, .038
.077
.047, .141

Pakistan

.047
.064
.136
162.2

.030
.064
.072
131.4

811.8

~Z2 jX values

.078
.090
.150

1,323.7

.015
.017
.053

Partial R2 values net of other covariates

.104
.014, .082
.129
.020, .123
.156
.041, .136

Ghana

191.7

.063
.124
.130

.154
.132, .108
.220
.163, .180
.226
.192, .184

Peru

Table 3 Regressions of expenditure per adult on standard of living indices

38.8

.072
.109
.137

.155
.017, .114
.185
.031, .140
.215
.079, .170

Tanzania

2 , shown in the bottom panel of Table 3. We
This is the factor denoted by 
~Z
jX
see that consumption is highly variable net of other covariates, and such variation

will enhance the test’s ability to detect departures from the null hypothesis. 7 Test
power is further enhanced by large sample sizes. To roughly gauge the power of
2
value by both 
~Z
jX and the sample
size. If the product exceeds 20 (see Appendix B), then one can reasonably expect

the

2

test, one can multiply the partial

R2

the 2 test statistic to have acceptable power. 8 Even in Tanzania, which displays

2
~Z
the lowest value for 
jX in Table 3, this conclusion will hold for samples of the

size normally used by demographers.
In summary, the message delivered by Table 3 is ultimately reassuring. Although the SLI proxies are extremely weak when judged by their partial

R 2 val-

ues, demographic sample sizes are usually large enough, and consumption per
adult would seem to be variable enough, for tests based on the SLI proxies to be
worth considering. The  2 test can be expected to reject the null hypothesis—that
consumption does not matter—with reasonably high probability when that null is
false. To be sure, the test is not as powerful as a test based on consumption itself,
this being the consequence of the low partial R 2 values, and certainly one would
not want to further consider the SLI specifications with the lower partial R 2 s. In
what follows, then, we retain the SLI-3 measure, which is the best-performing of a
poorly performing group, and assess its role in models of fertility, child mortality,
and children’s schooling.
A PPLICATIONS TO F ERTILITY, C HILD M ORTALITY,
AND C HILDREN ’ S S CHOOLING

In this section, we compare estimates based on consumption expenditures per
adult to alternatives based on SLI-3. For the fertility models, we specify a base set
of explanatory variables, which include woman’s education, her age, age squared
and age cubed, urban residence, and as detailed a set of regional indices as are
available in the LSMS/EGSF data. The approach is generally similar for child
mortality and schooling, although here the base set includes measures of the child’s
birth order, birth year, and the mother’s age at birth. We then add to this base set
the consumption per adult variable and test its significance. In the alternative spec-
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ification, we add the SLI-3 dummies and test for their joint statistical significance
using the 2 test.
In preliminary analyses (not shown here), we found that the effects of per
adult expenditure were systematically different in rural and urban areas. 9 The
expenditure variables are therefore entered directly and as an interaction with an
urban dummy variable. To accomplish this in the SLI specifications, we have
interacted the total number of SLI items (SLI-1) with an urban dummy.
The cumulative fertility models are estimated using the ordered-probit technique (Greene 1997) with children ever born as the dependent variable. We include
all women of reproductive age (ages 15–49) in the analysis. As for child mortality,
the surveys in three countries—Ghana, Guatemala, and Pakistan—include birth
history data for the woman that allow mortality risks to be modeled on a childby-child basis. We use Cox proportional hazards models for these analyses. The
same three countries provide child-by-child information on the years of schooling completed by the woman’s children, which we model using the ordered-probit
method.
Table 4 presents the sample means for selected covariates. Here and in what
follows, we limit attention to measures of consumption expenditures and women’s
education, as the contrast between their effects is perhaps of greatest theoretical
interest. Note that the structure of education varies considerably across the study
countries. In each case, we have taken the omitted category to be the lowest category, but in Ghana, for example, this is no schooling whereas in Jamaica, it is less
than secondary schooling.
Fertility

In Table 5, the ordered-probit estimates of fertility are summarized, with the
main results being as follows. In rural areas, expenditure per adult is either insignificant or is positively associated with fertility. By contrast, in urban areas—
here one must add the two expenditure coefficients to see the effect—higher expenditures generally either reduce fertility or have no net effect, with Peru being
the exception. One can see the significance of the urban factor in the p values of

the 2 test on urban expenditures. Turning to the women’s education results, we
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Child mortality (5 q0 )
Mean years of schooling

Children ever born
Woman’s age
Urban
Schooling
Primary
Middle
Secondary
Post-secondary

.170
3.57

.132
.206
.167

3.24
28.46
.350

Ghana

Table 4 Selected sample means

.087
1.37

.091

.587

2.71
25.5

Guatemala

Pakistan

.104
.058
.163

3.16
27.81
.509

.164
2.64

Samples of children

.687
.143

2.06
27.13
.484

Samples of women

Jamaica

.438
.194

2.22
29.04
.679

Peru

.110

2.87
27.45
.684

Tanzania

find that, apart from the case of Ghana, the coefficients on education are uniformly
negative, significant, and large in magnitude.
The coefficients presented in Table 5 are not readily interpretable in terms
of demographic magnitudes. To assess their substantive implications, we have
calculated predicted values of children ever born, with the woman’s age set at 40
years, for different levels of expenditure per adult in both rural and urban areas.
The predictions are evaluated across the range of expenditures from the 10th to the
90th percentile. We perform similar calculations for each distinct level of women’s
education.
In examining these predicted levels of lifetime fertility (not shown), we find
that although expenditures per adult generally have a statistically significant influence on fertility, their demographic effect is comparatively small. The implied
differences in fertility between the 10th and 90th percentiles of expenditure never
exceed 0.4 children in either the negative or the positive direction. Perhaps effects
of such magnitude should not be dismissed, but they would not appear to be of
decisive importance.
When applied to women’s education, the same kind of analysis reveals a strikingly different picture. Apart from Ghana, in which the woman’s education coefficients are insignificant, inspection of predicted fertility shows that the education
effects are clearly of substantive importance. For example, in Jamaica the predicted mean fertility of a woman with post-secondary schooling is 2.82 children,
whereas the prediction for women with less than secondary schooling (the omitted category) is 4.28 children. Even larger differentials are evident in Peru, where
women without secondary schooling are predicted to have 5.12 children, those
with secondary schooling some 3.74 children, and for women with post-secondary
schooling, 2.29 children. Important education effects also characterize Guatemala,
Pakistan, and Tanzania. 10 These education differentials are all the more striking
as the inclusion of consumption per adult controls for the association between education and the standard of living.
Table 6 presents estimates of the fertility models in which the SLI proxies
are employed in place of consumption per adult. Because the coefficients on the
individual index items confound two associations—that between the index item
and consumption per adult, and between consumption per adult and fertility—it is
25

26
.097
(1.95)
.007
(0.16)
–.061
(1.31)

Primary school

All equal zero

Post-secondary school

Secondary school

1

1

.06310
(3.94)

1

–.00210
(0.18)
–.03310
(2.08)
–.018
(0.25)
1

1

.01410
(2.94)
–.02310
(2.84)
.122
(3.23)

5,193

.008
.002

–1.018
(11.80)

–.322
(7.13)

–.137
(2.07)
–.659
(7.40)

Women’s education coefficients

.000

.070

.000

.000

.000

–.252
(4.88)
–.359
(4.71)
–.702
(11.56)

.005
.167

1

1

Pakistan

2 test on education coefficients: p values

.006
.010

Middle school

2,153

Jamaica

Expenditure per adult coefficients

2,816

Guatemala

2 tests on expenditure coefficients: p values

.04010
(1.85)
–.08710
(3.11)
–.242
(4.18)

4,291

Both equal zero
Urban equals zero

Urban

Expenditure per adult (00’s)
(jZ j statistic)
Expenditureurban

Number of women

Ghana

Table 5 Models of children ever born: Selected ordered-probit coefficients

.000

–.619
(14.27)
–1.418
(24.26)

.020
.027

.05510
(1.80)
–.02610
(0.79)
–.211
(3.32)

4,558

Peru

1

1

.000

–.850
(14.07)

–.139
(3.96)

.000
.316

.033
(3.96)
–.035
(4.10)
–.225
(5.17)

6,742

Tanzania
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All equal zero

.000

Jamaica

.000

.000

.011

Pakistan

–.751
no

–.251
yes

–.126
yes
–.562
yes

–.353
yes
–.685
yes

–.285
yes

.253

.000

.000

.000

2 test on education coefficients: p values

.010
yes
–.037
yes

.081
yes

Women’s education coefficients based on proxies
Primary school
Within confidence band
around Table 5 estimate
Middle school
Within confidence band
Secondary school
Within confidence band
Post-secondary school
Within confidence band

All equal zero

Guatemala

2 test on proxies: p values

Ghana

Table 6 Comparing fertility models using proxies and expenditures

.000

–.493
no
–1.193
no

.000

Peru

.000

–.576
no

–.111
yes

.000

Tanzania

not obvious that the index coefficients merit discussion. (Some of these items show
a reasonably consistent association with fertility across countries—for example,
water on the premises, electricity, possession of a refrigerator—but others do not.)
We have argued that the principal role of these proxies is to enable  2 tests of the
null hypothesis that consumption is irrelevant. As can be seen in Table 6, the p
values on the

2

test reveal the index items to be highly significant as a group.

Using these proxies, we would decisively reject the null hypothesis that the true
consumption coefficient is zero. 11
Table 6 also shows that the women’s education coefficients are not much affected, whether in sign, significance, or magnitude, by the use of the proxy SLI
variables. For the most part, the estimated education effects either fall within the
95 percent confidence bands surrounding the preferred estimates from Table 5 or
lie near these bands. At least for the countries studied here, one would not be misled about the importance of women’s education to fertility if given only the results
based on proxies.
We have repeated this analysis using measures of recent fertility in the sample
countries for which this is possible. The results for both expenditure and schooling
are qualitatively similar to those shown above, although statistical significance is
diminished.
Child Mortality

Three of the data sets provide usable information on child mortality. Employing the Cox regression method, we have estimated proportional hazards models of
mortality risk in the first five years of life. In addition to the explanatory covariates
used in the fertility analyses, we consider the mother’s age at birth (under 20 years
or over 40 years), the child’s sex, and dummies for first births and high parity (>
6) births, as well as a year of birth variable to capture trend.
Tables 7 and 8 give the results, with the focus again on women’s education, the
consumption per adult variable, and its SLI proxies. Table 7 shows that consumption per adult has a statistically significant negative effect on mortality in urban
and rural areas in Ghana, and has a marginally significant effect in Guatemala.
(The estimate for urban Pakistan implausibly suggests a positive effect.) As in the
fertility analyses, mother’s education is estimated to have little influence in Ghana,
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Table 7 Models of child mortality: Selected Cox regression coefficients

Number of children

Ghana

Guatemala

Pakistan

12,869

7,338

17,355

Expenditure per adult coefficients
Expenditure per adult (00’s)
(jZ j statistic)
Expenditureurban
Urban

–.06410
(2.22)
–.04210
(0.86)
–.136
(1.40)

1
1

–.08810
(1.93)

1

.00210
(0.38)
.01810
(1.69)
–.067
(1.16)

2 tests on expenditure coefficients: p values
Both equal zero
Urban equals zero

.003
.008

.054

.113
.040

Women’s education coefficients
Primary school

.053
(0.78)
.046
(0.76)
.000
(0.00)

Middle school
Secondary school

–.264
(2.95)

–.962
(2.79)

–.226
(2.77)
–.513
(3.68)
–.463
(3.92)

2 tests on education coefficients: p values
All equal zero

.786

.001

.000

Access to safe water coefficients
Access to clean water
Water on premises
Time to water < 30 min
Toilet facility
Flush toilet

.128
(1.57)
–.370
(2.91)
–.050
(0.80)
–.023
(0.38)
–.230
(1.30)

.252
(2.21)
–.382
(3.24)
.495
(2.40)
–.064
(0.35)
–.174
(0.61)

.050
(0.58)
–.102
(1.17)
.163
(1.64)
.058
(1.01)
–.359
(6.27)

2 tests on water coefficients: p values
All equal zero

.018
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.006

.000

1
1

but it is significantly associated with reduced mortality risks in both Guatemala
and Pakistan. Where magnitudes are concerned, the implications are similar to
those of the fertility analyses: The consumption variable alters the predicted value
of 5 q0 by no more than 1–2 percentage points over the 10th to 90th percentiles
of consumption, whereas changes in women’s education have an effect of some 6
percentage points in Guatemala and Pakistan.
In assessing the role of proxy variables in these mortality models, we have
removed the water and toilet measures from the proxies category and assigned
them a potentially causal role. The proxy-based tests for the relevance of consumption are therefore based only on the remaining SLI variables. These  2 tests
are shown in Table 8. For Guatemala and Pakistan, the test rejects the hypothesis
that consumption per adult is irrelevant, although it fails to reject this hypothesis
in Ghana.12 Once again, the estimates of women’s education effects in the proxy
variables model fall within the 95 percent confidence bands surrounding the preferred Table 7 estimates. The same is true of the estimates of the water and toilet
coefficients. As in the fertility analyses, here the proxy variable estimates seem to
provide reliable guidance to the preferred estimates based on consumption.
Children’s Schooling

Among the determinants of children’s years of schooling, both consumption
expenditure and women’s education make highly significant contributions. As
can be seen in Table 9, in the otherwise diverse settings of urban Ghana, rural
Guatemala, and urban and rural Pakistan, the consumption coefficient is positive
and statistically significant; the coefficient for rural Ghana, although insignificant
by the conventional criterion, is also positive. Likewise, the coefficients associated
with women’s education are positive and highly significant, with Ghana again a
partial exception. To assess the magnitude of these effects, we have calculated
predicted years of schooling for a child of age 18, a prediction that should approximate completed schooling, and have then examined how such predictions vary
with consumption percentiles and the level of the woman’s education. As in the
cases of fertility and mortality, we find larger effects associated with the woman’s
education than with consumption expenditures. The predicted values for children’s
schooling, evaluated at the 10th and 90th percentiles of consumption, differ by no
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Table 8 Comparing mortality models using proxies and expenditures
Ghana

Guatemala

Pakistan

2 test on proxies: p values
All equal zero

.140

.090

.000

Women’s education coefficients based on proxies
Primary school
Within confidence band
around Table 7 estimate
Middle school
Within confidence band
Secondary school
Within confidence band

.053
yes
.046
yes
.000
yes

–.217
yes

–.190
yes

–.836
yes

–.419
yes
–.289
yes

2 test on education coefficients: p values
All equal zero

.853

.010

.001

Water coefficients based on proxies
Clean water
Within confidence band
Water on premises
Within confidence band
Time to water
Within confidence band
Toilet
Within confidence band
Flush toilet
Within confidence band

.147
yes
–.316
yes
–.070
yes
–.027
yes
–.202
yes

.203
yes
–.337
yes
.488
yes
–.057
yes
–.148
yes

.035
yes
–.079
yes
.152
yes
.038
yes
–.296
yes

2 test on water coefficients: p values
All equal zero

.120
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.026

.000

Table 9 Models of children’s schooling: Selected ordered-probit
coefficients

Number of children

Ghana

Guatemala

Pakistan

6,697

2,795

12,498

Expenditure per adult coefficients
Expenditure per adult (00’s)
(jZ j statistic)
Expenditureurban
Urban

.02910
(1.64)
.01610
(0.71)
.242
(5.14)

1

.07710
(5.47)

1

1

.01010
(4.05)
.04710
(8.54)
.127
(4.30)

1
1

2 tests on expenditure coefficients: p values
Both equal zero
Urban equals zero

.002
.002

.000

.000
.000

Women’s education coefficients
Primary school
Middle school
Secondary school

.002
(0.04)
.089
(2.42)
.135
(3.54)

.592
(11.38)

1.356
(10.23)

2.478
(68.18)
3.930
(78.21)
5.217
(88.78)

2 tests on education coefficients: p values
All equal zero

.001

.000

.000

more than 0.4 years of schooling. For women’s education, however, a similar comparison suggests differences ranging from a low of 0.4 years in Ghana to nearly 10
years in Pakistan. The differences are not just important at the extremes: They are
also substantial at intermediate levels of women’s education.
A comparison of schooling estimates based on the SLI proxies for consumption is shown in Table 10. The null hypothesis that consumption is irrelevant is
decisively rejected by the proxy-based  2 test, a result that agrees with what was
shown in Table 9. The estimates of the women’s education coefficients reveal that,
in Ghana, the proxy-based estimates lie within the confidence bands surrounding
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Table 10 Comparing schooling models using proxies and expenditures
Ghana

Guatemala

Pakistan

2 test on proxies: p values
All equal zero

.000

.000

.000

Women’s education coefficients based on proxies
Primary school
Within confidence band
around Table 9 estimate
Middle school
Within confidence band
Secondary school
Within confidence band

.003
yes
.091
yes
.102
yes

.412
no

2.288
no

.762
no

3.677
no
4.921
no

2 test on education coefficients: p values
All equal zero

.011

.000

.000

the preferred estimates. In Guatemala and Pakistan, however, these estimates are
smaller than the preferred Table 9 estimates and lie below the confidence bands.
This might be taken as evidence of severe large-sample bias in the proxy estimators, but the qualitative conclusions one would draw from Table 10 are much the
same as those from Table 9. In either case, a compelling argument is made for the
importance of the woman’s education to the educational attainment of her children.
C ONCLUSIONS

On the whole, the results of this research should offer some encouragement to
demographers, who have had little alternative but to rely on proxy variables for
their measures of household living standards. We find that the SLI proxies are
very weak predictors of consumption per adult, having partial

R 2 values that are

extremely low. But when enlisted mainly to test whether consumption is relevant
to behavior, the SLI proxies are rescued by two other factors. First, there is considerable variability in consumption expenditures per adult, so that even weak proxies
for consumption are able to detect departures from the null hypothesis. Second,
demographers are fortunate in having access to relatively large samples, and sam33

ple size further enhances the power of the proxy-based tests. With the aid of these
two factors, even proxies as weak as these indices can provide useful information.
They furnish the basis for tests of the relevance of consumption that should have
acceptable power in most demographic applications.
In illustrating the theory through models of lifetime fertility, child mortality,
and children’s schooling, we have found evidence that consumption per adult has
a statistically significant effect on demographic behavior. Tests for the relevance
of consumption generally reject the null hypothesis of no effect, whether based
on proxies for consumption or on the variable itself. For the reasons outlined
previously, the proxy variables coefficients cannot reveal the magnitude of such
effects, but the consumption coefficients suggest that the demographic impacts are
rather small. If the effects are as small in general as our estimates indicate, the
null hypothesis of no effect will often fail to be rejected, especially when that
hypothesis is tested with weak proxies.
In contrast to the consumption results, in all countries save Ghana, women’s
education seems to exert a substantial influence on fertility, child mortality risks,
and children’s schooling. Because the effects of consumption per adult are controlled in these models, the strength of the education effects is remarkable. The
case of Ghana, evidently unusual, bears further inspection. It may be that the quality of schooling in Ghana has been low, with the result that women’s education is
not associated as tightly with demographic behavior as it is in other countries (see
Glewwe 1999). One would be hard-pressed to say, however, that school quality
is uniformly lower in Ghana than in other poor countries, such as Tanzania and
Pakistan.
As was discussed, another potential benefit from using proxy variables is to
reduce the inconsistency in the ^ estimators attached to women’s education and
other covariates. In our limited sample of countries, we find little to suggest that
the effects of women’s education will be badly mis-estimated if proxy variables
are used in place of the preferred consumption measure.
To be sure, this conclusion and the conclusion about the relative magnitudes of
the education and consumption effects are based on a small sample of country experience and simple behavioral models of fertility, child mortality, and children’s
schooling. We hesitate to suggest that the results are more generally applicable,
34

and perhaps a wider sample or more detailed empirical investigation would overturn some of our conclusions. In particular, we would welcome a comparison
of competing perspectives on the measurement of living standards. Although we
favor viewing SLIs as proxies for consumption per adult, there is room in the debate for alternative views. A rigorous comparison to latent variables models could
prove especially instructive.
Our main substantive result will likely withstand such scrutiny. Our estimates
provide striking evidence of the varied roles that women’s education plays in demographic behavior, roles that appear to be separable from education’s direct links
to living standards. If we have controlled adequately for living standards by using
consumption per adult, the estimates suggest a decisive contribution of education
in affecting cognitive abilities, attention to and receipt of information, social confidence, and women’s decisionmaking autonomy. Our models do not reveal which
of these factors makes the difference—perhaps all do—but they underscore their
centrality to demographic behavior.
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A PPENDIX A: I NVENTORY OF R ECENT D EMOGRAPHIC S TUDIES
U SING L IVING S TANDARDS M EASURES
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Pradip Muhuri

Anne Pebley,
Noreen Goldman,
Germán
Rodrı́guez

Narayan Sastry

Author(s)
Eric Jensen

Title
“The fertility impact of alternative
family planning distribution
channels in Indonesia,”
Demography (1996)
“Community characteristics,
individual and household attributes,
and child survival in Brazil,”
Demography (1996)
“Prenatal and delivery care and
childhood immunization in
Guatemala: Do family and
community matter?” Demography
(1996)
“Estimating seasonality effects in
child mortality in Matlab,
Bangladesh,” Demography (1996)
Matlab Demographic
Surveillance System
(DSS) and 1982 Matlab
Census

Pesquisa Nacional sobre
Saude Materno-Infantil e
Planejamento Familiar–
Brasil. 1987 DHS
National Survey of
Maternal and Child Health
in Guatemala in 1987

Data source
Indonesia 1991 DHS

Receives by way of remittances or
owns a radio, bicycle, watch, quilt,
or lamp; dwelling space per capita;
mother has no schooling; child born
in Matlab treatment area
(continued)

Occupation, woman’s and spouse’s
education, whether woman has ever
worked, presence of modern toilet
facility in household

Total household income

Living standards measure
Index of durables, quality of
housing

Table A-1 Research on developing countries using measures of living standards and published in Demography or Population
Studies, 1990–96
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“Differentials in infertility in
Cameroon and Nigeria,” Population
Studies (1995)
“Desired fertility and fertility
behaviour among the Yoruba of
Nigeria: A study of couple
preferences and subsequent
fertility,” Population Studies (1995)
“The determinants of the duration
of postpartum sexual abstinence in
West Africa: A multilevel analysis,”
Demography (1995)
“Binary outcomes and endogenous
explanatory variables: Tests and
solutions with an application to the
demand for contraceptive use in
Tunisia,” Demography (1995)

Ulla Larsen

Akinrinola
Bankole

Kenneth Bollen,
David Guilkey,
Thomas Mroz

Kofi Benefo

Cameroon 1991 DHS

“A marriage trichotomy and its
applications,” Demography (1995)

Ilene Speizer

Tunisia 1988 DHS

World Fertility Surveys
and DHS for Cameroon
(1971, 1991) and Nigeria
(1981–82, 1990)
Surveys by Department of
Demography and Social
Statistics, Obafemi
Awolowo University,
Nigeria 1984, 1986
World Fertility Survey for
Côte d’Ivoire 1978, Ghana
1979, Cameroon 1978

Data source

(Table A-1 continued)
Author(s)
Title

Sum of household assets

(continued)

Mother’s education, nonfamily
work, urban residence, spouse’s
nonmanual occupation

Type of flooring; ownership of
durables: radio, bicycle, television,
electricity, motorcycle, car, stove,
refrigerator
Polygynous union (many wives
indicating higher economic status),
woman’s and spouse’s education,
occupation
Spouse’s occupation: agricultural,
nonagricultural, not working

Living standards measure
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Guang Guo,
Laurence
Grummer-Strawn

Kerry Richter,
Chai Podhisita,
Aphichat
Chamratrithirong,
Kusol
Soonthorndhada
Deborah Balk

“Child mortality among twins in
less developed countries,”
Population Studies (1993)

“Individual and community aspects
of women’s status and fertility in
rural Bangladesh,” Population
Studies (1994)

Survey collected by the
MCH-FP Extension
Project of the International
Centre for Diarrhoeal
Disease Research,
Bangladesh, 1988
Demographic and Health
Surveys for 26 developing
countries

Child Care, Women’s
Status, and Fertility in
Urban Thailand, 1990–91

Bolivia 1989 DHS

Renata Forste

“The effects of breastfeeding and
birth spacing on infant and child
mortality in Bolivia,” Population
Studies (1994)
“The impact of child care on
fertility in urban Thailand,”
Demography (1994)

Data source

(Table A-1 continued)
Author(s)
Title

Urban/rural residence, mother’s and
spouse’s education, husband’s
occupation (agricultural, manual),
owns car or TV
(continued)

Respondent’s secular education,
dwelling size, landholdings,
landlessness, husband a daily
laborer

Spouse’s occupation

Partner’s education, mother’s
employment

Living standards measure
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“The duration of breast-feeding:
How is it affected by biological,
sociodemographic, health sector,
and food industry factors?”
Demography (1993)
“Influences on the extent of
breast-feeding: A prospective study
in the Philippines,” Demography
(1991)

Linda Adair,
Barry Popkin,
David Guilkey

John Stewart,
Barry Popkin,
David Guilkey,
John Akin, Linda
Adair, Wilhelm
Flieger

Andrew Foster

“High fertility and schooling in
Ghana: Sex differences in parental
contributions and educational
outcomes,” Population Studies
(1994)
“Household partition in rural
Bangladesh,” Population Studies
(1993)

Cynthia Lloyd,
Anastasia
Gage-Brandon

(Table A-1 continued)
Author(s)
Title

Authors’ survey of
metropolitan Cebu,
Philippines

Cebu Longitudinal Health
and Nutrition Survey
1983–84

Matlab Demographic
Surveillance System;
census data 1974–82

Ghana 1987–88 LSMS

Data source

(continued)

Number of items owned: radios,
watches, quilts, lamps; number of
cows owned; whether household
receives remittances
Ownership of refrigerator, gas or
kerosene stove; piped water; mother
worked in modern wage sector
during pregnancy; spouse present in
household
Family’s real income in top quartile

Consumption per household head

Living standards measure
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“Trends and determinants of
contraceptive use in Kenya,”
Demography (1991)
“Family size and children’s
education in Thailand: Evidence
from a national sample,”
Demography (1991)
“Determinants of contraceptive
switching behavior in rural Sri
Lanka,” Demography (1990)
“Rural-to-urban migration and child
survival in Senegal,” Demography
(1990)

Wamucii Njogu

David Hamill,
Amy Tsui,
Shyam Thapa
Martin
Brockerhoff

John Knodel,
Malinee
Wongsith

“Increasing contraceptive use in
Bangladesh: The role of demand
and supply factors,” Demography
(1991)

Deborah DeGraff

(Table A-1 continued)
Author(s)
Title

Type of housing and household
water source
Region; mother’s marital status,
education, work status, occupation;
spouse’s occupation; toilet
facilities, source of drinking water
(continued)

Senegal 1986 DHS

Wealth index derived from: types of
vehicles owned, type of flooring,
type of toilet facility

Region of residence

Owns land, owns boat, spouse’s
occupation, composition of
dwelling walls, access to clean
drinking water

Living standards measure

Rural Family Planning
Survey 1985–86

Thailand 1987 DHS

1982 Matlab
Socioeconomic Survey;
1984 In-depth
Contraceptive Knowledge,
Attitudes, and Practice
Survey
Kenya Fertility Survey
1977–78 (WFS)

Data source
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Matlab Demographic
Surveillance System

Matlab Demographic
Surveillance System

“Sustained effects of the 1974–5
famine on infant and child mortality
in a rural area of Bangladesh,”
Population Studies (1990)

Data source

“Birth intervals and childhood
mortality in rural Bangladesh,”
Demography (1990)

SOURCE: See references for citations

Michael Koenig,
James Phillips,
Oona Campbell,
Stan D’Souza
Abdur Razzaque,
Nurul Alam,
Lokky Wai,
Andrew Foster

(Table A-1 continued)
Author(s)
Title

Additive index of articles owned or
received as remittances: quilts,
hurricane lamps, radios, watches,
cash remittances

Household area, mother’s education

Living standards measure

A PPENDIX B: D ERIVATION OF S TATISTICAL R ESULTS
The Linear Case

As in the text, we consider the linear regression model

Y

=

X

+

ZÆ + 

(B-1)

in which the dependent variable Y is of dimension n  1, the X matrix of explana-

tory variables is n  k , and the n  1 vector Z represents the preferred measure
of consumption expenditures. (The results discussed here can be generalized to

n  1 disturbance vector  is assumed
to have mean zero and covariance matrix  2 I . We make a standard assumption
about the relationship between , X , and Z , namely, that  is weakly exogenous
to both X and Z . By “weakly exogenous,” we mean that plim n 1 X 0  = 0 and
plim n 1 Z 0  = 0, where the term “plim” should be read to mean “probability
limit.” If the consumption measure Z were available, these and mild additional assumptions would guarantee the consistency of ^ and Æ^, the ordinary least-squares
the case of multiple

Z

variables.) The

estimators.
In the absence of Z , we entertain the possibility of using, in its place, a proxy

variable P or a set of l

> 1 such proxies.

(We maintain the assumption that, like

X and Z , the proxies P are weakly exogenous to the disturbance .) By inserting
P in place of Z , we would estimate the misspecified equation
Y

=

X

+

P d + v;

with d being l  1, where the composite disturbance v

(B-2)
=

 P d + ZÆ. What are

the large-sample consequences of such a specification error?
Estimates of

Using the FWL theorem (Davidson and MacKinnon 1993) or partitioned inversion, we obtain the following expression for ^,
^=

with MP
that

=

I

+(

X 0 MP X ) 1 X 0 MP ZÆ + (X 0 MP X ) 1 X 0 MP ;

P (P 0 P ) 1 P 0 . As P

!

^ p

+

plim(n

1

(B-3)

and X are weakly exogenous to , it follows

X 0 MP X )
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1

plim(n

1

X 0 MP Z )Æ;

(B-4)

where the notation “!” means “converges in probability,” this being a synonym
p

for the term “plim.” The important point is that

^ is

inconsistent for . That is, the

use of proxies has damaging consequences for the other coefficients of the model.
Estimates of Æ and 2

Applying the same techniques to the estimator of the proxy variables coefficients d^, we obtain

d^ = (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX ZÆ + (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX ;
where we have used the fact that M X X

= 0.

p
d^ !
plim (n 1 P 0 MX P )

Note that

l>

1

d^ and Æ

1

(B-5)

In the limit,

plim (n

1

P 0 MX Z )Æ:

(B-6)

may be of different dimensions, this occurring when a set of

proxies is employed for the single unobserved variable Z . In such a case,

no direct comparison of d^ and Æ would be sensible. Even if

d^ is of dimension one,
however, equation (B-6) shows that d^ is generally inconsistent for Æ .
It can also be shown that the usual estimator of the disturbance term variance,

s

2,

converges to a quantity that exceeds the true variance  2 . That is,
p
s2 !
plim n 1 Æ 0 Z 0 MZÆ + 2 ;

in which the matrix
and P .

M

is analogous to

Reducing the Inconsistency of

MP

and

MX

(B-7)

above but includes both

X

^

By adapting the approach of Wickens (1972), we can assess whether using
the proxies

P

will tend to reduce the inconsistency of the

drawing the estimates closer to the true value of

^

coefficients on

than they would be if

P

X,

were

simply omitted. The direction of effect depends on the nature of the auxiliary
structural model that links

Z

to

P.

Consider the case of a single

one can write the auxiliary model as P

=

P

variable. If

Z + w 1 , with w1 being uncorrelated

with Z , then using the proxy will reduce inconsistency in ^. The key assumption

here is that w1 is uncorrelated with Z . A safer and more general model would be

P

=

X

+

Z + w2 .

In this more general case, it is not obvious that including

the proxy will reduce the inconsistency of ^. The

coefficients of the auxiliary

structural model will now cloud the comparison, leaving the net effect ambiguous.
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Testing Hypotheses About Consumption

The large-sample biases noted above will invalidate tests of hypotheses, at least
in the general case. One special case, however, can be rigorously assessed. Under
the null hypothesis that the consumption coefficient Æ

= 0,

the estimator

d^ reduces

to

d^ = (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX ;
p
and it is then easy to establish that d^ ! 0. On making the additional central
d
d
limit assumption that n 1=2 P 0 MX  ! N (0; 2 Q), where the notation “!” means
“convergence in distribution,” we have
d
n1=2 d^ !
N

with

Q

=

statistic T ,

plim n

1

P 0 MX P .

T



0

; 2 Q

1



This last result provides the ingredients for a test
=

d^0 P 0 MX P d^ d 2
! l
s2

(B-8)

in which l, the number of degrees of freedom, is the number of proxy variables

employed in the test. We use here the fact that if a vector W is multivariate normal

 2 V , then W 0 V 1 W=2 is
central 2 with degrees of freedom equal to the dimension of W . We also use
the fact that, under the null hypothesis, s 2 converges to 2 . The test described in
equation (B-8) is no more than a simple  2 test applied to d^, and most statistical
with mean 0 and positive definite covariance matrix

packages will implement this procedure.
Test Power

Can we rely on such a test to reject the null hypothesis Æ

= 0

when that null

hypothesis is false? This is the central question, for if rejection could not be reasonably well assured, the test would have little diagnostic value. The power of the
test—that is, the probability of rejecting the null when the null is false—depends
on the relationship between the proxy variables P and the unobserved Z measure.
MacKinnon (1992) and Davidson and MacKinnon (1993) present analyses of the
power function. The discussion below is adapted from MacKinnon (1992).
Suppose that the regression disturbance



is normally distributed. 13 Then,

given that

d^ = (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX ZÆ + (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX ;
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the estimator d^ is normally distributed (conditional on X , Z , and P ) with a mean

of (P 0 MX P )

1

P 0 MX ZÆ and a variance of 2 (P 0 MX P )

1.

Returning to the test statistic of equation (B-8), imagine that the term in the

denominator were 2 rather than s2 . With Æ 6= 0, the quadratic form defining T
would now be distributed as noncentral  2l with noncentrality parameter , where

 = Æ0 Z 0 MX P (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX ZÆ=2 :
This result is due to the fact that if a random vector

W

is multivariate normal

V , the quadratic form W 0 V 1 W=2 is distributed as noncentral 2 with noncentrality parameter  = 0 V 1 = 2 .
Of course, the test statistic T is actually defined in terms of s 2 rather than the
true 2 . Moreover, when Æ 6= 0, the estimator s 2 does not converge to  2 , as
was noted above in equation (B-7). Hence, for given Æ , the test statistic T will
converge to a random variable that is proportional to a noncentral  2l variate. This
with mean  and covariance matrix 

2

detail does not affect the essence of the argument that follows.
With other things equal, the greater the noncentrality parameter , the more

powerful the test. The relationship between  and test power is depicted in Fig-

ure B-1, which shows the probability of rejection of the null hypothesis for a con-

 increases, so does the power of the test.
Note, too, that with other things equal, test power declines as a function of l, the

ventional 5 percent test. Note that as
number of proxy variables.
Quality of Proxy Variables

We have arrived at a means of judging the quality of the proxy variables. We

R2 between Z and the set of proxies P , the
greater the noncentrality parameter  and, by extension, the greater the power of
the test. Although the partial R 2 is of principal interest in what follows, it is only
one of four factors that together determine .
will show that the higher the partial

To see the role of the proxies in their proper context, imagine that the preferred
consumption measure Z were actually available. In this instance,  would be the
product of the following three factors:

=



Æ 2 2
 ~Z jX  n:
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(B-9)

Figure B-1 Association of noncentrality parameter  to test power
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Here, Æ is the true value of the consumption parameter and it appears in the expres-

sion scaled by   , the standard deviation of the regression disturbance term. We

see that the greater the value of the Æ parameter relative to the “noisiness” of the

regression disturbance, the greater the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis.
2 , is not a model parameter as
~Z
The second factor appearing in the expression, 
jX

such, but rather is an empirical indicator of the variability of Z net of X :

~Z2 jX = Z 0 MX Z:
n
1

The net variability of Z is relevant because it affects the ability of the test statistic
to detect departures from the null hypothesis Æ

= 0.

The greater such independent

Z , the easier it becomes to assemble evidence against the null. The
third factor in the expression is the sample size n. In short, if the consumption
measure Z were actually available, the power of a test for Æ = 0 would depend on
variation in
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the size of Æ in relation to  , the variability of the Z net of other covariates X , and
the sample size.

P rather than the true Z , a fourth factor
comes into play: the partial R between Z and P , which measures their correlation
after Z and P are purged of association with X . With P used in place of Z , the
noncentrality parameter  becomes
When the test is based on proxies
2

=



Æ 2 2
 ~Z jX  n  R2:


(B-10)

The new factor is the uncentered R 2 from an artificial or diagnostic regression:

MX Z = MX P c +

residuals:

(B-11)

The uncentered R 2 from this regression is

R2 =

Z 0 MX P (P 0 MX P ) 1 P 0 MX Z
:
Z 0 MX Z

(B-12)

Note that in regression (B-11), both Z and P are premultiplied by the matrix M X .
The transformation is equivalent to regressing each of the variables in
on the common set of

X

regression thus summarizes the ability of the proxies

Z

and

Z

variables and saving the residuals, which then become

the explanatory and dependent variables for regression (B-11). The
variation in

P

after the effects of

X

P

R 2 from the

to explain the empirical

have been taken into account. The higher

the R from this regression, the larger  and the more powerful the  2 test, other
2

things being equal.
Applications to Qualitative Variables Models

Although one expects the spirit of these results to carry over to nonlinear and
qualitative variables models, the details are not easily reproduced in such settings.
The problem in using proxy variables P for Z is that of estimating a misspecified
maximum-likelihood model. We adapt below the approach of Kiefer and Skoog
(1984) for probit and ordered-probit models. 14

Y  , a latent variable, and
the structural equation of interest is expressed as Y  = X + ZÆ + . In the simple
probit case, we observe Y = 1 if Y  > 0, and observe Y = 0 otherwise. In the
In these models, the notional dependent variable is
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ordered-probit case, we observe Y

=1

if Y 



1,

Y

=2

if

1

<Y 

so on. In each case,  is assumed to be distributed as standard normal.

2,

and

Let the relationship between income Z and its proxies P be represented in the

simple form

Z = P + u
and insert this into the latent variables structural equation, giving

Y

=
=

with

X
X

P Æ + uÆ + 
+ P + uÆ + 
+

(B-13)

 Æ. Imagine that the “measurement error” u is somehow made available

to the researcher and can be employed as an ordinary covariate. Imagine further

u without recognizing the relationship between and Æ
and treats these as wholly distinct parameters. With u observed, the parameters
, , and Æ of equation (B-13) can be consistently estimated by the usual probit

that the researcher uses

methods. This artificial case supplies us with a benchmark for the next step of the
analysis.
Rather than estimate equation (B-13) with u in hand, we are required to estimate equation (B-14),

Y =X

+

P

+ residuals

(B-14)

in which the residuals are uÆ + . Comparing equations (B-13) and (B-14), we see
that the estimation problem has several aspects. First, the consumption coefficient

Æ is hidden in the l composite parameters

Æ that are attached to the proxy
variables. It cannot be separately identified. Second, the measurement error u, a
component of the disturbance term in equation (B-14), will be correlated with P
and perhaps with X as well. If Æ 6= 0, this correlation invalidates ordinary probit
and ordered-probit estimation. Third, u is unlikely to be normally distributed,
=

causing the disturbance distribution to be misspecified and again rendering invalid
the usual probit estimators.
Using the approach of Kiefer and Skoog (1984), the net effects of these problems can be seen in a local analysis of the inconsistency of

^

and ^ . The nature of

the inconsistency can be clarified if we begin with the artificial benchmark equation (B-13), in which

u is included as if it were a covariate and all parameters
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can be consistently estimated. Equation (B-13) has parameters , , and Æ , and

associated with them is an information matrix J .

If we omit u and estimate equation (B-14) rather than (B-13), the inconsistency

in

^ and ^

can be determined by a Taylor expansion of the scores of the true model,

that is, the scores associated with equation (B-13). Kiefer and Skoog (1984) show
that to a local approximation (i.e., for small Æ ),

!

^

plim

=

^

where

J11 =
and

J1Æ =

J
J

J111J1Æ Æ

J
J

!

!

JÆ :
JÆ

On inspection, the large-sample bias is seen to be similar in character to omittedvariables bias in the case of linear regression. As in the linear case, the bias from
omitting a variable depends on the cross-products of the omitted with the included
variables; but here the relevant terms are the off-diagonal elements of the information matrix J of the true model, that is, the model of benchmark equation (B-13).

We will not further explore here the large-sample biases and related test statistics, because an analysis of the issues becomes extremely complex. The reader
is referred to the instructive dissection of the probit model by Kiefer and Skoog
(1984) and to the wider-ranging findings of Yatchew and Griliches (1984). Stefanski and Carroll (1985) and Carroll et al. (1995) have investigated the logit case.
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A PPENDIX C: W HY C ONSUMPTION PER A DULT ?

Surveys that emphasize the assessment of living standards often collect a great
variety of measures of income. To decide on the appropriate measure is no simple
matter (Ravallion 1996a, 1996b). The decision involves consideration of theoretical concepts in light of the local economic structure, as well as judgments about
the probable extent and nature of measurement error.
In most LSMS surveys, an effort is made to gather information on total household incomes, and the data are then adjusted to account for the income derived
from major economic activities that are not marketed. For instance, a detailed
accounting is made of the food grown and consumed by farm households. Such
food has an implicit income value, in the sense that it could have been taken to
market. Calculating the value of marketed and own consumption entails listing
the quantities of production in detail and attaching to each the appropriate market price. The prices themselves are often gathered in a separate community-level
or market-level data collection exercise. In the LSMS household questionnaire,
disaggregated data are also collected on additional sources of nonfarm income, including business income, labor earnings, and income from assets. Transfer income
derived from remittances is also measured. The data are then further adjusted by
netting out the various costs that households must bear to generate their incomes,
such as the costs of inputs in the case of farm or business households. Incomes
calculated in this way are not infrequently found to be negative, a situation that
indicates a transitory shortfall of the household’s revenues in relation to its costs.
In poor rural economies, it is especially difficult to accurately measure all components of household net income. In recognition of the difficulties, LSMS surveys
complement the data on income with measures of household consumption expenditures. Hentschel and Lanjouw (1996: 1) describe one aspect of the rationale:
While poor households are probably purchasing and consuming only
a narrow range of goods and services, their total income may derive
from a myriad of different activities with strong seasonal variation and
with associated costs that are not always easily assigned. Getting an
accurate net income figure for such households can be frustratingly
difficult.
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As with income, the consumption expenditures must be adjusted to incorporate
items that are not priced in the market, such as the value of housing services derived from owner-occupied housing. Consumer durables are likewise converted
to flows of services by making use of detailed data on the vintages of the items
owned coupled with assumptions regarding their rates of depreciation. 15
Although the errors are arguably smaller and less systematic than those associated with household income, consumption expenditure data are not themselves
error-free (see Bouis and Haddad 1992; Bouis 1994; Grosh et al. 1995; Scott and
Amenuvegbe 1990). However, the rationale favoring the use of consumption expenditures as against income per se is not limited to the issue of measurement error.
Consumption is likelier than income to represent the household’s medium-term,
and possibly its longer-term, command over resources. In theory, if a household
can both borrow and save, its yearly consumption is a more reliable index of the
standard of living than is one year’s flow of income. Consumption can be regarded
as a “smoothed” representation of a series of possibly noisy and highly variable
annual incomes; in the extreme case of perfect capital markets, one can speak of
consumption as reflecting “permanent income.” Of course, this rationale is not
wholly persuasive for poor economies in which households have limited abilities
to save and borrow. Nevertheless, when coupled to considerations of relative measurement error, the weight of the argument suggests that consumption expenditures
are generally to be preferred.
Adjusting for Household Size and Composition

The LSMS surveys estimate consumption expenditures at the level of the household. Because households can differ greatly in their size and composition, some
further adjustment would seem to be in order to estimate the command over resources typically enjoyed by household members. Yet, it is far from obvious how
the adjustment should be made—that is, whether consumption should be expressed
as per capita, per adult, per adult equivalent, or in some other terms—and there is
little consensus in the literature (see Hentschel and Lanjouw 1996).
When the data are to be employed in analyses of fertility and mortality, however, certain specifications must be ruled out. It is clearly inappropriate to specify
a model of children ever born in terms of household consumption per capita, as
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the denominator of the consumption variable reflects fertility. For the same reason, mortality analyses should not be specified in terms of consumption per capita
or per adult equivalent. The risks of doing so are vividly illustrated by the research
of Casterline (1988) and Casterline et al. (1989) for Egypt, which shows how the
effect of income on child mortality can be distorted by a naive use of per capita
measures.
On balance, we conclude that an appropriate measure of living standards is
given by consumption expenditures per adult. In some circumstances one might
attempt further refinements, such as accounting for economies of scale in households with different numbers of adults, but we have not pursued these here.
Variation in Prices

Because the consumption per adult measures depend on prices, it is vital to
take into account any areal or regional variation in prices. Otherwise, differences in
consumption levels might not reflect living standards as such, but rather differences
in the costs of living. This is clearly an important issue in comparing rural and
urban living standards, but it also deserves consideration in comparisons within
these sectors.
Among the countries studied in our analysis, regional price indices have been
devised for Ghana, Jamaica, and Peru (World Bank 1993; 1996a, 1996b), and
we have adjusted the Pakistan data for regional variation in food prices (World
Bank 1995a). Estimated price variation is considerable in Peru, somewhat less
so in Pakistan, small in Jamaica, and evidently trivial in Ghana. It is not clear
that regional price indices exist for Tanzania for the period in 1993–94 during
which its survey was fielded. For Tanzania, therefore, the analyses on which we
report should be treated with caution. The Guatemala consumption data, which are
limited to four rural departments, are not believed to be much affected by crossdepartment price differences.
Exogeneity

In the text, we made the assumption that the true income measure Z and the

proxy variables P were statistically exogenous to , that is, uncorrelated with the
disturbance term of the equation. This is a strong and potentially objectionable
assumption.
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The difficulty is that in many developing countries, older children make direct
or indirect contributions to household income, whether through working on the
family farm or business, or by sending remittances as young adults. In analyses of
fertility, therefore, one might anticipate a statistical correlation between a variable
such as consumption expenditures per adult and the disturbance term of the fertility
equation. A similar argument can be made with respect to mortality and children’s
schooling.
If such a correlation is feared, the usual statistical prescription is to estimate
the model by the method of instrumental variables and then to test the null hypothesis of no correlation using Hausman’s test (Hausman 1978). We have not
pursued this approach here for four reasons. First, we believe that the potential for
statistical endogeneity is present to much the same degree in both the consumption
expenditure measures and the proxy variable indices. Second, the identification of
appropriate instruments is always conceptually difficult, and the recent econometric literature has emphasized the dangers to proper inference of using weak instruments, such as those with low predictive power. Third, unless the SLI-style indices
are collapsed into one or two summary measures—a procedure that we would resist on other grounds—many more instruments will be required to estimate models
with indices than would be required for equivalent models using consumption expenditures. Fourth, in nonlinear models with measurement error, probit models
being one example, standard instrumental variables techniques cannot be applied,
as shown by Hausman et al. (1995) among others. Interesting variations on the
standard techniques have been devised, and these merit investigation in future research.
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N OTES
1 Tanzania’s

Human Resources and Development Survey, is not, strictly speaking, an LSMS survey, but was conducted using the same protocols. See Grosh and
Glewwe (1996) for a summary of the LSMS program and detailed discussion of the
generic LSMS questionnaire. Peterson et al. (1997) describe the 1995 Guatemalan
survey (EGSF) and Gragnolati (1999) evaluates the consumption module.
2 With

respect to items having to do with water and toilet facilities, there are
logical linkages among some index items (e.g., water available on the premises
implies that water is less than 30 minutes away). LSMS surveys generally obtain
distance to water sources. We have converted these distance measures to what we
think are reasonable time equivalents so as to obtain a variable comparable to that
of the DHS.
3 We

do not consider here the implications of clustered or multilevel samples,
heteroskedasticity, and other statistical complications. For the linear model, an extension of the large-sample results to these cases is straightforward. The exogeneity
issue is addressed in Appendix C.
4 By

“diverge,” we mean that ^ is inconsistent for , the parameter of the causal
model specified in equation (1). See Appendix B for definitions of terms and more
precise statements of conditions and conclusions. Note that orthogonality of X and
Z does not guarantee that the standard errors of ^ will be consistently estimated.
5 We

use the conventional 5 percent rejection criterion and assume a value of
 = 0:25 for these simulations. The points shown in the figure are the average
values of 5,000 replications. The figure is symmetric about zero, and attention can
therefore be restricted to nonnegative Æ values.
6 In

generating this figure, we have converted all local currency amounts to their
equivalents in international U.S. dollars in the survey year. The conversion involves the use of indices of purchasing power parity (PPP) taken from the most
recent Penn World Tables of version Mark 5.6, an update of the data described in
Summers and Heston (1991). For Tanzania, no recent estimate of PPP is available, and we have used exchange rates to convert the Tanzanian shilling to dollars,
a procedure that underestimates the standard of living. For Peru, the most recent
PPP measure available in the Penn World Tables is for 1992, and given the extent of macroeconomic turmoil from 1992 to 1994, the Peruvian estimates may
also be artificially low. These conversion difficulties affect Figure 3 and distort
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cross-country comparisons, but do no harm to our within-country analyses. The
conversions simply scale the expenditure variables.
2 . The expenditure data are scaled here
Appendix B for a definition of 
~Z
jX
and in what follows by 100.
7 See

8 Two

issues need further consideration. First, the ratio of the true coefficient
on expenditures Æ to  will affect the power of the test. When Æ is expected to be
very small in relation to  , this will imply a need for larger samples and a highly
variable consumption measure if test power is to reach acceptable levels. Second,
because the 2 test statistic is based on s2 rather than the true 2 , it will not be
distributed as noncentral 2 but rather as a random variable that is proportional to
such a noncentral 2 variate; see Appendix B. The factor of proportionality is less
than unity, causing the test statistic to be smaller than the noncentral 2 variate and
further reducing the likelihood of rejecting the null hypothesis.
9 The

definition of urban differs across countries. For example, in Jamaica the
urban areas are Kingston Metropolitan Area and “other towns.” In Peru an urban
area is one that has a population of at least 2,000 inhabitants.
10 In

light of these differentials, the case of Ghana appears unusual indeed. Further analysis shows that within urban areas in Ghana, secondary education has an
important negative influence on fertility, and middle school education has a significant, but not large, negative effect (results not shown).
11 The

interaction of an urban dummy variable and SLI-1 is included with the
other proxies in this test, but excluding it does not affect the conclusion.
12 In

the case of Pakistan, the test based on proxies for consumption decisively
rejects the null, whereas the Table 7 analysis using consumption indicates that
consumption is insignificant or, at best, marginally significant. According to the
statistical theory outlined above, one would expect that proxy-based tests would
reject less often than the counterpart test based on the true consumption variable.
Of course, because test statistics are random variables, this is not guaranteed to
occur in any given case.
13 If

 is not normal, then we can prove what follows asymptotically by using the

device known as “Pitman drift.” See Montgomery and Burke (1997) for the details.
14 See

Wolfe et al. (1996) for a closely related application and Yatchew and
Griliches (1984) for alternative approaches that invoke additional structural assumptions.
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15 The

EGSF survey for Guatemala differs from the LSMS surveys in that it used
a simplified protocol for collecting consumption expenditures, restricting attention
mainly to staples, other foods, and other selected items, and including the estimated
value of consumption from own production. No income data were gathered. The
simplifications adopted by the EGSF were appropriate given the study’s focus on
four rural departments, but might not be justifiable in more heterogeneous or urban
settings. See Gragnolati (1999) for an analysis of expenditure data quality.
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